
Unveiling the Enchanting World of Fortune
Magic Farm: Suzanne Selfors' Masterpiece
Journey into a World of Magic and Adventure

Welcome, dear reader, to a land where dreams come true and each page holds
an enchanting surprise. Within the pages of Suzanne Selfors' incredible novel,
Fortune Magic Farm, lies a world so captivating, you won't be able to put it down.
Prepare to be spellbound and embark on an extraordinary journey filled with
magic, adventure, and unforgettable characters.

The Tale of Fortune Magic Farm

Fortune Magic Farm takes us to the small town of Fortune, known for its peculiar
and mysterious happenings. Our young protagonist, Willow Vanderling, finds
herself in the midst of this magical world when she discovers an abandoned farm
and meets the intriguing "Lady" Zephyr Opal. Willow soon learns that this is no
ordinary farm, but a place where lost and forgotten magic resides.
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As Willow dives deeper into the secrets of Fortune Magic Farm, she unravels a
tapestry of magical creatures and hidden treasures. Alongside her loyal
companions – an enchanted lake, a talking Raven, a mischievous housecat, and
other curious beings – Willow must unlock the magic within her own heart to save
the farm from an impending threat.

Escape to a World Unlike Any Other

Suzanne Selfors has masterfully crafted a world that combines the beauty of
nature with the enchantment of magic. With her vivid descriptions, readers can
immerse themselves in the lush gardens, breathtaking landscapes, and thrilling
adventures that await at Fortune Magic Farm. Each page will transport you into a
realm where the extraordinary becomes ordinary and where your imagination is
set free.

Unforgettable Characters

One of the many reasons Fortune Magic Farm is beloved by readers of all ages is
its remarkable cast of characters. From Lady Zephyr Opal, a mysterious but wise
figure, to Speckles the mischievous Raven with his quick wit, each character has
a unique personality that will capture your heart. Join Willow as she forms unlikely
friendships, overcomes her fears, and discovers the power of love and loyalty.

The Magic of Self-Discovery

Fortune Magic Farm is not just a tale of adventure; it is a journey of self-
discovery. Through Willow's experiences, readers are reminded of the importance
of believing in oneself, embracing their uniqueness, and staying true to their
values. As Willow encounters challenges and discovers her hidden strengths,
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readers will be inspired to reflect on their own journeys and find the magic that
resides within.

A Literary Masterpiece

Suzanne Selfors' writing style is both lyrical and captivating. Her prose flows
effortlessly, painting vivid pictures in the reader's mind. With Fortune Magic Farm,
Selfors has demonstrated her ability to weave a spellbinding story that tugs at
your heartstrings, ignites your imagination, and leaves you yearning for more.

The Legacy of Fortune Magic Farm

Since its publication, Fortune Magic Farm has touched the lives of countless
readers. Its message of resilience, friendship, and the transformative power of
love continues to resonate with readers of all ages. This timeless tale invites us to
believe in the magic that lies within us and reminds us to cherish every
extraordinary moment, no matter how small.

Fortune Magic Farm by Suzanne Selfors is not just a story; it is an experience.
This enchanting world of magic and adventure will captivate your imagination,
leaving you spellbound until the final page. With its unforgettable characters,
stunning imagery, and powerful themes, it is no wonder that Fortune Magic Farm
has become a beloved classic. So, open the book, turn the first page, and
prepare to be whisked away on a journey that will touch your heart and ignite
your spirit.
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In the spirit of Roald Dahl, Suzanne Selfors spins a wonderful and weird middle-
grade tale filled with friendship and magic—now in an entirely new package!

Ten-year-old Isabelle lives in Runny Cove where it’s always raining and the whole
world has turned gray. When she gets a mysterious visitor with news of an
unexpected inheritance, she leaps at the chance to a place full of sunshine . . .
and magic!

There, magic grows into cherries that cure ills and fronds that make her fly. But
when Isabelle feels the call to return to Runny Cove and use the magic of the
farm to stop the rain, her loyalty is put to the test. Can she choose between her
new home and the one she left behind?

In the spirit of Roald Dahl, Suzanne Selfors spins a wonderful and weird middle
grade tale.

Now in an entirely new package!

An Imprint Book
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“Fortune’s Magic Farm is a love apple for all readers, delicious and magical.” —
Grace Lin, Newbery Honor author of Where the Mountain Meets the Moon

“Few authors have ever come close to being compared to Dahl, and nobody has
his distinctive flavor. One of the very few authors to do so would have to be
Suzanne Selfors....A pure pleasure to read for child and adult alike.” —Elizabeth
Bird, School Library Journal, A Fuse #8 Production

“Placing an indomitable character in situations as bleak as they are absurd,
Selfors has written a darkly comic adventure in the tradition of Roald Dahl.” —
Junior Library Guild

“Beautiful writing, quirky characters, and an imaginative plot...make this a good
choice, showing how one little girl can use her spirit to save the world.” —Booklist

“Readers will cheer for Isabelle throughout the story.” —School Library Journal

“Readers will cozy up to the tale’s quirky characters and enjoy the many twists
and turns of this magical adventure.” —Kirkus Reviews

“Hand this to fans of Eva Ibbotson, to kids who like their magic with some meat to
it, and to adults who want a fabulous read-aloud.” —Bulletin of the Center for
Children’s Books

“This quirky book...is full of silly songs and vivid secondary characters.” —The
Seattle Times

Junior Library Guild Award
Florida Sunshine State Young Readers Award List (2012–13)
Kansas’s William Allen White Children’s Book Award List (2011–12)



2009 Austin Waldorf Children’s Choice Award, Gold Medal in the third- and fourth-
grade category
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